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Jade Regent Session Summary 05/27/2012 

Attendance 

 Bruce sends word that he will be late, but nobody hears because he’s got his 

microphone turned on.  A bit of fiddling with alien microphones and all is well. 

 Georgina shows up long enough to provide some task lighting for Bruce.  Chris 

compliments the effect, “You look so much more lifelike now!  Before you had a very 

goth-like pale complexion going on.” 

 Ernest suspects that the goth-like complexion might be better described as 

“corpse-like”. 

 Paul prefers to refrain from comment – he is too busy managing his lunch. 

 Patrick congratulates Matt, “You showed up before Tim!  That means you get to 

sit at the big boys’ table!” 

 Tim shows up later… and has to sit at the kid’s table as a result.  In the meantime, 

Bjorn the Unlucky catches an awful case of the flux. 

 

Character Player Description Level 

Harwynian Fallingleaf Bruce Elegant Elven Transmuter 6 

Yoshihiro Kaijitsu Ernest Tien Reckless Mounted Archer-Knight 6 

Jacob Frostfang  Matt Ale-Loving Kellid Party Sorcerer 6 

V’lk Chris Mute Feral Elf Stabber (and Oracle) 2/4 

Gobo Samarillian Patrick Blind Gnomish Fortuneteller 6 

Bjorn the Unlucky Tim Ulfen Woodsman 6 

 

We Can Learn from the Frost Giants 

 The characters are faced with a choice of routes: through the Gaarjuk Hills (faster 

but monster-laden) or around them (slower but human-laden).  Traveling near human 

habitation is an issue because the characters’ enemies may lie in wait for them there.  

Also a problem is the fact that the characters have started to pick up variety pets like 

winter wolves and the frost giant Kjaerulff.   
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 Along the way, Kjaerulff agrees to teach Jacob Frostfang the Hold Person spell.  

The pair also exchanges notes on how to threaten "hyuu-mon" villages and satisfy lovers.  

Strangely, both instructionals involve a lot of pelvic thrusting and grunting.  The rest of 

the caravan pretends selective blindness. 

 The characters become aware that the caravan is being trailed by a family of 

grizzly bears.  The characters choose to avoid them, which they do successfully.  The 

characters note that the climate of the Gaarjuk Hills is surprisingly warm, likely due to a 

lot of local volcanism. 

The Abandoned Settlement 

 The characters find an abandoned settlement, really just a collection of huts.  

Yoshihiro rides ahead to investigate, followed by the rest of the group.  The huts have 

been stripped of anything valuable larger than a broken mug, with most of the rest simply 

destroyed.  Harwynian looks for tracks and finds a series of giant, webbed feet.  Each 

print is perhaps two feet long.  One set of tracks leads into one of the huts. 

 Yoshihiro and Jacob Frostfang move in on the hut.  They find a giant creature 

inside, a thing with scaled skin, lanky hair and gigantic yellowed eyes.  It sees the 

characters and storms right through the wall of the hut, heading towards the nearby lake 

at all speed. 

 Yoshihiro draws out his lance and rides the creature down, inflicting a nearly-fatal 

strike.  Gobo Samarillion follows up by drawing the cold of the interstellar void upon its 

head, staggering and sickening it.  Yoshihiro moves in within its reach and cuffs it with 

his manacles. 

 Ulf identifies the creature as a merrow, a sort of aquatic ogre.  The characters 

ensure that it is securely bound and wait for it to regain consciousness. 

 What is your name? Copplecjuk. 

 What happened to the villagers?  They walked away. 

 I do not believe you.  Which direction?  Copplecjuk looks at the sky.   
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 Why were you in the village?  Like to play in village.  Remember good times, 

when there were lots of juicy babies to steal.  Copplecjuk starts singing the “juicy 

baby” song (e.g "Juicy BABY!  JUICY BAY-BEE!  Full of juice!"). 

 When did the villagers leave?   

 Why did they leave? 

 Copplecjuk eventually tells the characters that the villagers were visited by the 

water spirit of the lake.  One villager spilled food on the spirit, enraging her.  She cursed 

them so all their children were stolen away.  Once all the children were gone and the 

warriors had failed to defeat the spirit, the villagers left.  The children are alive beneath 

the water.  The water spirit has many children now, but needs a husband to help take care 

of them. 

 V’lk draws a picture of what he thinks the water spirit look like.  Harwynian asks, 

and Copplecjuk claims that “She is very beautiful with long lanky hair, beautiful bulging 

eyes, and a mouth full of the sharpest teeth.  And she smells so enchanting!” 

 The villagers used to contact the water spirit by making pleasing music.  The 

characters discuss the wisdom of “marrying” Jacob to her, at least long enough to rescue 

the children.  They propose this plan to Copplecjuk, “Perhaps Jacob could become her 

wife… err, husband.”  Copplecjuk is quite happy and agrees to go fetch her.  The 

characters suggest that the children should be her dowry. 

 The characters set up the ceremony as Yoshihiro plays the samisen very badly.  

Soon enough, the spirit Arnaalak emerges from the water.  She is exactly as beautiful as 

Copplecjuk described (which is to say, not at all).  As she emerges the characters smell a 

strangely alluring scent.  Jacob greets her, “You are indeed beautiful, I shall become your 

husband!”  She reaches out with her fishy claws.  “Wait, wait!  Not so fast!  In our culture 

you must bring a dowry to my family.  And my family only want one thing, children.” 

 “Yesss!  Babies!  They are the one joy of life!” 

 “We hear you have some human babies.  You must give them to us.” 

 “You will give me babies?  Many babies?” 
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 “Ogre babies, but only if you pay the fee.” 

 “Yes, alright.  I will give you my babies if you will be my husband and father my 

children.”  She turns back to the water and calls up her babies.  A couple of dozen 

creatures emerge from the water: skrags, reefclaws, and other awful entities. 

 The characters decide that the situation is getting out of hand.  V’lk steps up to 

sneak attack Arnaalak, striking her with a dagger poisoned with deathblade venom.  

Arnaalak starts taking CON damage, though she shrugs off much of the blade strike. 

 “Treachery!  Treachery!  Protect me my fiancé!” 

 Jacob decides to cast Hold Person.  She shrugs it off.  Harwynian casts Haste on 

the group.  Gobo turns to the swarming “children” and casts a Hypnotic Pattern.  This 

takes care of the lesser children, leaving only the larger children to pester the group. 

 Arnaalak casts a Charm upon Jacob.  He is overcome by her pleasing scent and 

alluring appearance.  

 A scrag runs up at V’lk, who dodges away.  Scrags and merrows charge up to 

attack Yoshihiro and Harwynian, who also manage to evade.  Yoshihiro engages with 

Arnaalak and cuts her badly. 

 Jacob is horrified to see his bride attacked by V’lk.  She bats her eyelashes at him 

and he responds by casting Hold Person on Yoshihiro, freezing him in place. 

 Harwynian casts Protection from Evil on himself. 

 Arnaalak casts Water Breathing on Jacob, “I will give you the ability to live in 

your new home!”  His skin starts to turn scaly and greenish with her touch: she is turning 

him into a saltwater merrow.  Those creatures are huge!  Four thousand pounds!  Jacob 

thanks her by casting Mage Armor on her. 

 V’lk slams into her with a cold iron morningstar, causing Arnaalak to scream in 

pain!  The cold iron damages her directly!  V’lk goes monkey-shit feral on her and hits 

again under the influence of Haste!  A scrag attacks him, injuring him slightly. 
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 A merrow claws viciously at Harwynian.  Its claws fail to grab hold, but do leave 

a remarkable wound.  Harwynian casts Levitate on himself and shoots 20 feet into the sky 

to get away from the creature.  The creature fruitlessly paws the sky underneath him. 

 Gobo decides that he’s got to do something about the Jacob situation.  He casts 

Hold Person on him.  Arnaalak responds by leaping upon him with teeth and claws, 

gnawing upon his hat.  Gobo mourns the loss of his hat. 

 A scrag starts feeding upon the unfortunate Yoshihiro.  V’lk avoids the merrow 

attacking him, then strikes Arnaalak twice more.  His attacks leave her first staggered, 

and then crumpled.  As soon as she dies, the merrows and scrags stop fighting. 

The Cursed Children 

 With Arnaalak dead, the transformed children lose their slavish devotion to her.  

Harwynian is able to determine that they are cursed permanently – the only way to 

restore their original bodies will be with a spell to remove curses (Remove Curse, 

perhaps).  The characters go to Koya to see if she can help.  She has a power that can 

assist, though slowly.  It will take her a couple of days to transform them all back.  The 

characters decide to camp in the old village ruins until the job is done, hunting and 

fishing to restore their supplies in the meantime. 

 While the characters wait (and some of the children haven’t yet been transformed 

back) they organize mass fishing efforts in the lake, taking advantage of the fact that they 

have a group of scrags and merrows to do the work.  There are a total of sixteen children, 

and food is already a concern.  The eight people in the caravan with high survival skills 

are able to provide food for 30-something people, substantially more than the 21 people 

they actually have.  The characters may overfish the lake badly doing it, but they can 

provide food.  They arrange to dry lake fish on stones to provide for later. 

 The recovered children also require clothing – they have few possessions left 

from before they fell into Arnaalak’s clutches.  Harwynian uses Endure Elements on the 

first five to recover, and Tiny Hut to provide shelter.  The others are able to find a fair 

quantity of children’s clothing in the ruined village, enough for all sixteen. 
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Arnaalak’s Hoard 

 Jacob is still able to breathe water for a few hours.  He swims down to Arnaalak’s 

lair to pull up her treasures: 

 +1 Breastplate (total +7 AC) 

 Masterwork fishing net 

 13 glass bottles 

 Clay jug of firewine (which doesn’t make it up from the deeps) 

 Waterlogged masterwork heavy crossbow 

 5 thunderstones 

 5 pieces of polished amber (100 gold each) 

 14 pieces of rose quarts (10 gold each) 

 1490 silver pieces 

 4320 copper pieces 

 

 Jacob talks to some of the children.  He learns that there is another settlement four 

or five days travel further along.  He isn’t able to determine where their parents might 

have gone. 

Beyond the Gaarjuk Hills 

 As the characters pass away from the lake the terrain becomes more rugged, with 

cliffs and wind-carved badlands.  Countless nameless streams join to form the Traska 

River.  The characters hear mysterious echoes traveling along the valleys and gorges of 

the badlands.  They come to the base of a ridge running east to west that shelters the 

caravan from the biting winds. 

 As the characters travel under the ridge, something roars loudly above them.  The 

roar is loud enough to shake the ground and trigger an avalanche of rock and snow.  The 

characters manage to get their wagons clear of the slide by the thinnest of margins. 
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 The monster that follows the avalanche is a three-headed dragonish form, but its 

three heads are those of dragon, walrus and polar bear.  Jacob cries out, “Oh no!  It’s a 

cryo-mera!”  The others aren’t sure he’s right (Polar-mera?  Freeze-mera?), but they all 

agree that he is in the ball park.  It swoops down to within 20 feet of the ground.  Its 

wings sweep up enough ice and snow to give it concealment. 

 Yoshihiro fires three arrows at the creature, striking all three times.  His talents as 

an archer are well in evidence, as it is badly injured.  The creature responds by breathing 

out a cone of cold that engulfs Yoshihiro, his horse and Bevilak the Varisian wagon driver.  

Harwynian follows up with a volley of Magic Missiles.  Jacob fires another volley of 

Magic Missiles and shoots it down for good.  The creature falls from the sky, burying 

Yoshihiro. 

 The characters move to dig Yoshihiro out from underneath the dead snow-mera.  

He complains, “It’s cold under here, and it’s taking a long time to decapitate this thing.” 

 Harwynian attempts to determine if snow-mera is edible.  He decides that the 

walrus part is edible, though maybe not the polar bear and dragon parts.  The group has a 

long discussion about whether polar bear meat is poisonous or whether that’s a myth and 

it’s just the liver that’s inedible. The whole thing is really quite tough and gamy – 

cooking it requires long boiling, followed by frying to get some flavor back into it. 

 The characters determine that the creature did have a hoard up at the top of the 

ridge.  Getting to it requires Yoshihiro’s Air Walk, Harwynian’s Levitate, and a lot of rope.  

They find: 

 Silver Dragonhide Banded Mail +1 

 Elixir of Fire Breath 

 Three sets of cleats (improves ability to move over icy surfaces) 

 A jar of frostbite ointment (cures any creature suffering from frostbite) 

 789 gold pieces 

 139 silver pieces 
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The characters conclude that much of the treasure probably came from three explorers 

who had hoped to kill a snow-mera.  After clearing the valuables out, the characters 

spend several hours clearing the piled snow and rock from the trail and then continue on. 

 The characters continue for another four days before coming upon a group of 

people, a small cluster of sod huts along the river.  The group consists of perhaps a dozen 

warriors and their leader.  They offer the characters a chance to share their fire. 

 The leader’s name is Taranak.  He is quite educated, speaking several languages.  

He wears furs, carries a spear and wears an obvious spell implement pouch.  He tells the 

characters, “I am a wise man, I know many things, I know magic.”  He is able to confirm 

that the villagers the characters are looking for passed this settlement on the way to the 

village of Iqaliat, which is built into the edges of the Alasek Ridge.  Above the ridge is 

the High Ice, a veritable frozen ocean. 

 Taranak expects that taking the children to Iqaliat will take his group about a day 

and a half out of his way.  Getting there will require crossing the Taraska River, where 

giant pikes live.  The river is very wide, likely requiring hours to cross at a ford.  

Normally, crossing the river requires scattering meat into the water to distract the pikes, 

and the hunters do not have excess to give the characters. 

 The characters thank the hunters for their hospitality.  They offer them some gifts 

from among their trade supplies: knife blades, a couple of metal pans, and some heroin.  

Everyone loves being given heroin. 

Crossing the Taraska River 

 The characters are able to locate the ford the hunters spoke of.  They face three 

challenges: safely crossing the marshes south of the river, crossing the ford, and then 

passing through the northern marshes. 

 As the characters cross over using a moon-bridge they attract the attention of one 

of the pikes.  A huge, thirty-foot fish leaps out of the water at Harwynian’s covered 

wagon.  He is caught in the creature’s mouth; it prepares to swallow him.  Yoshihiro yells 

out something about the book of Tobit and spears the creature, inflicting what would be a 

life-ending strike upon a lesser beast.  The pike barely notices.  Jacob shoots some Magic 
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Missiles at it, inflicting another minor injury.  Gobo follows up with a Color Spray, 

stunning it.  The fish drops Harwynian. 

 Harwynian struggles up, casts Haste on everyone nearby, and moves thirty feet 

away from the fish (not into the water).  Yoshihiro takes advantage of his new speed by 

firing a volley of arrows, including one that hits the pike right in the eye and into its 

brain, killing it instantly. 

 The characters hook the dead pike to the back wagon.  “Them’s good eatin!”  

Thence follows the process of reducing it into giant fillets. 

Arrival in Iqaliat 

 The characters arrive at the cliffside village of Iqaliat.  The characters approach a 

forty-foot watchtower standing above the village gate.  They note that the gate is guarded 

by a half-dozen suspicious-looking soldiers armed with spears.  The village itself is 

constructed like a pueblo, but built into the ice-sheet rather than into a stone face. 

 The wizened old Hearthmistress Sonameet greets the characters.  She invites them 

all into her home for cups of hot, fermented goat’s milk.  Harwynian is amazed that the 

villagers have goats.  Sonameet confirms that the dispossessed villagers did settle in 

Iqaliat; they will be happy to be reunited with their children. 

 Less promising, the primary route to the East through the Koumssa Gap is 

blocked by the Morozko, or Hungry Storms.  The Morozko normally predate during one 

season, but now they are venturing further south and remaining for more and more of the 

year.  There are also packs of the Frozen Dead lurking and hunting through the High Ice, 

now a growing danger.  They cluster around mysterious black Obelisks. 

 There is another way to the East, but it is guarded by a white dragon.  Sonameet’s 

people have sent several hunters to slay the dragon but none have succeeded.  The 

creature continues to prey upon their animals and their people. 

 The characters discuss their options.  Jacob Frostfang leaves the house first.  He 

finds that a crowd has gathered, led by the aged shaman Tunuak.  He addresses the 

crowd, “The intrusion of the palefaces will only inflame the dragon’s anger, because the 

villagers have turned away the spirits of the wind!”  He doesn’t have much patience for 
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talking to the characters directly: he is more interested in persuading the villagers to make 

the traditional sacrifices to the wind spirits. 

 Jacob argues against Tunuak that he is personally an embodiment of the Spirit of 

the North and is more powerful than the dragon.  At this point, Sonameet and the other 

characters emerge from the house.  Sonameet and Yoshihiro both help in his arguments.  

The three of them are able to thoroughly humiliate Tunuak in public.  The villagers 

welcome the characters as heroes, saviors of the refugees’ children.  Sonameet criticizes 

the shaman for speaking out against them.  Some of the refugees say that it is clear that 

the characters were sent by the wind spirits to save them from the dragon. 

 Enraged and embarrassed, the shaman invokes Invisibility and vanishes.  

Yoshihiro comments, “I guess he’s one of the bad guys after all.” 

 Gobo mourns, “But he looked like Wilford Brimley!” 

 Thanks to his See Invisibility trick, Yoshihiro is able to follow Tunuak into a 

tunnel at the back of the village.  V’lk is able to follow him as well, by his tracks.  The 

two of them are able to trace him to a secret door deep in the tunnel.  It contains a floor-

pivot mechanism.  V’lk also finds the trap: it contains a mechanism to drop anyone trying 

to pass through it into a 50’ deep pit with a floor of jagged rocks. 

 Other villagers explain that the main tunnel goes up to the surface of the High Ice.  

They didn’t know about the secret door. 

Through the Secret Door 

 The characters bypass the trap (with a moon bridge) and travel along the upward-

sloping corridor beyond it.  They find that the corridor ends in a flat wall guarded by an 

Arataki man named Nakuum.  He is quite pleasant and agrees to help the characters 

through the secret door, so they can speak to Tunuak. 

 Gobo decides there is something not quite right with Nakuum.  He casts Detect 

Magic and determines that while the man is not under a spell he may be possessed by 

something.  Nakuum denies that there is anything wrong with him. 

 V’lk decides to take dramatic action.  He casts Protection from Evil on the man.  

As V’lk approaches, Nakuum attacks him with handaxes.  As he attacks, his weapons 

glow with an unholy energy: some of the damage he inflicts is pain. 
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 Harwynian casts Haste, accelerating the pace of the battle.  Jacob and Gobo both 

fling Hold Person at him.  Yoshihiro steps forward proclaiming, “Cuff him and stuff 

him!”  Everyone looks away when it gets to the stuffing part. 

 The characters determine that Nakuum is possessed by some kind of demon.  

Jacob suggests, “This sort of demon should be vulnerable to Protection from Evil, so we 

should be able to drive it from Nakuum’s body.” 

 V’lk holds up his hands, “Stop!”  He draws a picture of the demon being driven 

from the man’s head and then tearing the characters apart physically.  Jacob reassures him 

that the spell should work like a Banishment spell. 

 Gobo casts the spell.  A winged demon with ram’s horns curving back from its 

twisted head briefly appears, then is whisked away like a bad dream. 

 Nakuum has clearly been possessed for quite a while: his last memory is a long 

time ago.  He certainly doesn’t remember any of the characters. 

 Yoshihiro asks Nakuum about the shaman Tunuak.  The characters manage to 

convince him to help them against the shaman. 

Into the Ice-Vault 

 The characters pass through the secret door into a massive ice-vault reaching up 

to a small crack in the ice sheet, and down sixty feet to an irregular floor.  A slick, icy 

ramp leads to the bottom of the chamber.  Yoshihiro looks down into the slushy basin at 

the bottom of the ramp to see hundreds of bones marked with runes.  To the south there is 

a stack of rune-marked skulls.  Tunuak is still invisible, lurking in the bottom of the 

chamber. 

 Yoshihiro tries to bluff Tunuak by telling the others, “Well, he’s moved on!  

Nobody here at all!”, while he silently warns them of the truth.  The characters move 

down the slope carefully.  As they do, they notice that there are things lurking in rocky 

niches above the slope.  They look like skeletons covered in ice and snow, and partially 

made from ice and snow. 

 Jacob pulls out his wand of Scorching Ray.  Gobo cautions him to stop and turns 

the whole group Invisible to Undead.  While the characters make their way down slowly 
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and carefully, Harwynian casts Bull’s Strength on V’lk, Jacob and Yoshihiro, and 

Expeditious Retreat upon himself. 

 Gobo recognizes that many of the icons depict Sithhud, Demon Lord of Blizzards 

and Winter.  One of the pictograms shows strange black stones rising from a frozen hill.  

There are three others, including one that looks like a hungry storm scourging land and 

sea. 

 Near the bottom of the slope Yoshihiro slips.  He slides down the slope, barely 

striking any protrusions at all.  He picks himself up at the base, invokes Air Walk, and 

flings himself across the gap at Tunuak. 

 One of the frozen dead drops down onto the slope to block the rest of the group.  

V’lk approaches and slashes at it.  Harwynian casts Haste to cover most of the group 

(except Yoshihiro, who has run out of range).  Jacob blazes away with Scorching Ray 

while Nakuum chops at another one with his handaxes, shattering the creature. 

 Gobo shouts out, “Kill Wilford Brimley!”  Tunuak responds by casting Unholy 

Blight on Yoshihiro.  Yoshihiro steps forward, challenges Tunuak, and attacks!  Yoshihiro 

strikes him twice, noting that he has Protection from Fire running but is still vulnerable to 

cold steel. 

 V’lk notes that frozen dead are leaping down amid the entire group.  He moves 

behind one and chops it badly.  Harwynian shoots one with Magic Missiles and moves 

towards the rest of the group.  Nakuun cuts and chops a frozen dead into bone chips and 

ice slush.  Jacob takes a strike from a frozen dead that doesn’t hurt him too badly.  Gobo 

responds by searing it with Holy Light, leaving it tattered and crumpled. 

 Tunuak casts River of Wind.  Strong winds stream from his hands into Yoshihiro, 

who is knocked prone and grated across the floor all the way to the opposite wall.  V’lk 

moves towards the bottom of the slope but thinks better of stepping into the magical 

winds. 

 Jacob slashes at two frozen dead, almost destroying both.  Harwynian finishes the 

first with a Magic Missile and helps with the second.  Nakuum moves in and strikes it 

twice.  It responds by slashing and glaciating him with its claws.  Nakuum manages to 

survive the experience nicely. 
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 Tunuak notes that both Yoshihiro and V’lk are still trying to attack him.  He 

summons up a spiritual ally, a being of pure force that appears to be a servant of his god.  

The ally flies in to attack Yoshihiro to less than impressive effect.  Yoshihiro endures an 

attack of opportunity to fire a zlither of arrows (an ancient measure of quantity) back at 

Tunuak.  The first is a marking arrow that leaves a splash of green dye on him for party 

targeting purposes.  The second and third arrows down him.  With his death, the ice 

demon vanishes. 

 Jacob finishes off the last undead. 

Searching the Bone Cave 

 The characters are certain that Tunuak must have some treasures.  The characters 

search his vault 

 Two potions of Barkskin 

 A Cloak of Resistance +2, furry and marked with eskimo symbols 

 Ring of Mind-Shielding 

 Staff of Journeys 

 Cold-weather outfit 

 Unholy symbol of Sithhud (“It looks like a skeleton flipping you off!”) 

The characters find an array of white shards, piled in front of the altar of skulls.  They 

may be ceramic, but the characters cannot identify them more closely.  Jacob notes that 

they are curved and might fit together; they could be the remains of a dragon eggshell – 

possibly several white dragon eggshells. 

The Four Pictograms 

 Harwynian identifies the pictogram of the blue glowing spires as the Nameless 

Spires, an evil structure at the North Pole that is probably crawling with undead.  The 

pictogram of the one large black tower in a lake is standing before white mountains that 

Harwynian can identify as the Alabastrine Peaks.  And the pictogram of the massive 

storm with mouths coming from it is clearly a representation of the Morozko. 
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 Nakuum does not recognize the illustration of the blue-skinned woman with dark 

wings, but he can recognize the writing beneath it as naming her as Katyana Who Speaks 

to Me from Her Tower on the Storms.  He notes that the Nameless Towers are where the 

locals believe the wind spirits live.  The tribesmen sometimes make vision quests there, 

or near to there.  In fact, he remembers embarking upon such a quest and suspects that he 

was possessed near to the end of it. 

The End of the Session 

 The characters end standing in the shaman’s ice vault.  Next session: take on the 

white dragon! 


